Introduction
============

Chromosomes are meter-long polymers that fold into a micrometric nucleus. Conventional fluorescence imaging of DNA, such as DAPI staining, reveals regions of lower and higher chromatin density. These differences of local chromatin density in the nucleoplasm raise questions about how chromosomes fill the nuclear space. Unfortunately, due to the inherent resolution limits of classical optical microscopy, it has been difficult to quantitatively assess the spatial organization of chromatin by direct visualization methods. How much chromatin organization differs from a random distribution is a subject of heated debate, as it can help confronting different models of chromosome folding with potential consequences in gene regulation.[@R1]^,^[@R2] One example of such a model is the fractal globule model of chromatin folding, a knotless structure that homogeneously fills the nuclear space.[@R3] Evidence for this non-random folding of the chromatin was drawn from chromosome conformation capture assays such as Hi-C[@R4] and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH).[@R5] In Hi-C experiments, the probability of contact *P~c~* between two loci is quantified as a function of the linear genetic distance *s* along a chromosome. Similarly, in FISH experiments the relative physical distance *R* between two loci is measured as a function of the linear genetic distance s. Averaging the inter-loci distances between 10 Mb and 100 Mb, FISH measurements showed that *R(s) ∝ s^1/3^* (see refs. [@R5] and [@R6]), and Hi-C resulted *in P~c~(s) ∝ s^-1^* (see refs. [@R4] and [@R7]). These results deviate from the relations expected upon random organization of the genomic material: *R(s) ∝ s^1/2^*and *P~c~(s) ∝ s^-3/2^*, respectively. Hence, the fractal globule model is justified by the existence of power laws; the difference between the power laws exponents observed, and those expected upon random organization qualify an object as fractal.

Since the 1990s numerous efforts have been developed to reveal the fractal nature of single cell chromatin organization in eukaryote nuclei (see refs. [@R8] and [@R9] for a review and citations therein). The first set of evidences of the fractal nature of the nucleoplasm came from diffraction patterns of neutron scattering data[@R10] and by direct visualization of the nucleus with light microscopy. By imaging a May-Grünwald-Giemsa stained nucleus[@R11] or studying the movement of an inert tracer inside different nuclear compartments,[@R12] regions of lower and higher density were observed, evaluating a so-called mass fractal dimension of the nucleus. Unfortunately, a consensus has not been reached for this dimension, with reported values ranging from 2 to 3.[@R8] The greatest shortcoming of the microscopic assays has been their limitation to two-dimensional imaging. In 2D microscopy images are formed by projecting on a plane the 3D object captured within the depth of focus (typically \~500--1000 nm). With a probability equal to 1, it is impossible to recover a fractal dimension ranging between 2 and 3 from a 2D projection (theorem 6.2 of ref. [@R13]). Therefore, the impact of imaging in 2D is largely under-evaluated in those studies, even though some rescaling methods were proposed.[@R14] To overcome this limitation in the most straightforward manner, there is a need to acquire the experimental data in 3D. Nevertheless, so far no study has confronted the Hi-C and FISH measured exponents to the fractal dimension retrieved from chromatin distribution in the nucleus.

Photoactivation localization microscopy (PALM)[@R15] enables to retrieve the organization of proteins with a resolution lower than that imposed by the fundamental diffraction limit of light. Initially developed for 2D imaging, it can be extended to 3D by the induction of astigmatism in the emission optical path.[@R16] The output of a 3D PALM experiment is the *x*, *y*, and *z* coordinate positions of a labeled protein of interest. Lists of point coordinates or "point patterns" have been studied for decades addressing the question of homogeneity or lack of thereof.[@R17] The Ripley distribution *K(r)* of a point process is the inter-point distance distribution.[@R18] These statistics have been recently used for analyzing PALM experiments in the case of specific enriched regions of proteins. When proteins gather in clusters, the *K(r)* distribution of PALM experiments can quantify the ratio of clusterization,[@R19] as well as the cluster size.[@R20] Although localization microscopy has been applied to the study of chromatin structure, this was restricted to a 2D projection along the optical axis,[@R21] therefore preventing any 3D spatial interpretation on chromatin distribution.

Here, we achieved a three-dimensional direct visualization of the chromatin structure with 3D PALM microscopy using adaptive optics.[@R22] We detail a method to quantify chromatin enrichment at the nanometric length scale in the nucleus of an osteosarcoma human cell line (U2OS). We specifically address histone H2B, one of the 4 core histone proteins forming the nucleosomes which strongly bind to DNA.[@R23] H2B covers nearly all the cellular DNA fiber and can be used as a density reference for chromatin with super-resolution imaging techniques.[@R23] We computed the 3D *K(r)* distribution of H2B and found that this protein does exhibit clusterization. Notably, the H2B clusters do not have any specific size within the range of the experimental limits (between 30 nm to 1 µm). Such an observation is coherent with a fractal nature of chromatin organization. To assess the stability of such a structure in live cells, we performed time-lapse microscopy of patterns of photo-activated chromatin[@R24]^,^[@R25] and found that this organization is very transient.

Our measurement of the correlation fractal dimension[@R26] of 2.7 for chromatin specifically quantifies the non-homogeneity of physical distances between loci and helps understand part of the compaction of chromosomes that were observed by FISH when the fractal globule model was proposed. It also establishes a benchmark for a rigorous measure of the fractal dimension using PALM microscopy.

Results
=======

PALM images of H2B heterogeneity
--------------------------------

In order to directly determine the spatial distribution of chromatin, we performed 3D PALM experiments of H2B tagged with the photoconvertible fluorescent protein Dendra2.[@R27] We used an adaptive optics system, placed in the emission optical path between the microscope and the recording EMCCD, in order to induce an astigmatism deformation to the point-spread function (PSF) of the detected single molecules (SM). With such controlled deformation, we were able to determine, in addition to the *x* and *y* coordinates, the *z* position of the individual fluorophores within the focal depth of observation.[@R22] We thus obtained the planar as well as axial position of H2B molecules with a pointing accuracy of \~15 nm and \~30 nm, respectively. The observation was limited in the axial direction to a region of \~1 μm, with a normal distribution of detections along the optical axis (full width at half maximum of \~600 nm) ([Fig. S1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Typically, we obtained \~500 000 detections of H2B-Dendra2 molecules in one nucleus, within the aforementioned optical depth. For visualization, we represented the planar projection of the H2B distribution density, calculated for all the SM detections as the number of neighbors within a radius of 100 nm ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The number of detections varies from one cell to another due to different levels of expression. In order to be able to compare images from different cells, we displayed the local density normalized to the total number of detections for each cell and adjusted with a factor 1000 for numerical convenience (the units of such a normalized density are therefore \[*ρ~N~*\] = μm^−3^ × 10^−3^ counts). Such an image representation of the chromatin distribution revealed clusterization patterns notably, but not only, within an annular region of 2 µm from the nuclear envelope. The clusterization and heterogeneity of H2B distribution is blatant when compared with an image where the same amount of detections have been randomized within the nuclear volume, followed by the same image processing method ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"})

![**Figure 1.** H2B PALM localization inside the cellular nucleus. (**A**) Two-dimensional projection of a 3D PALM acquisition of tagged histone H2B. For each single-molecule detection, the number of neighbors has been calculated within a radius of 100 nm and per unit of volume; the resulting value was normalized by the total number of detections and a factor 1000 for numerical convenience. The color code therefore represents local density with the following units \[*ρ~N~*\] = μm^−3^ × 10^−3^ counts. In the inset, a zoomed image displaying an intra-nuclear cluster. (**B**) Total number of H2B SM detections spatially re-distributed over complete spatial randomness (CSR) in the nuclear envelope. Here, the same representation procedure as in (**A**) was followed. (**C**) PALM image of histone H2B with local density estimated over a 1 µm radius, showing an enrichment of H2B at the edges of the nucleus. (**D**) Density map estimated over 50 nm wide annular regions defined by their distance to the nuclear membrane.](nucl-5-75-g1){#F1}

The outcome of single-molecule based super-resolution microscopy experiments are lists of coordinates with a given localization accuracy. Points are dimensionless objects, and therefore, the outcome of the representation of point patterns is highly dependent on the chosen image rendering method. When the radius used to calculate the number of neighbors was increased to 1 µm, the H2B clusters were not any longer visible in the image ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, the H2B enrichment in the proximity of the nuclear membrane became all the more evident when we represented the density, estimated on 50 nm wide annular regions, as a function of the distance to the membrane ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We can thus assert that there exists a degree of local enrichment of H2B in the nucleus and that the corresponding enriched regions can be selectively highlighted by different image rendering methods. We therefore have an indication that H2B distribution cannot be accounted for simply by a random distribution of clusters of similar size and shape (see ref. [@R21] for a complete study of H2B heterogeneity in 2D).

The alternation of enriched and depleted regions raises the question of what is the spatial organization of chromatin. The measure of density is misleading in this case because it reflects the region and size of the considered volume (converging to the nuclear average for large volumes) ([Fig. S2](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Text 1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For that reason, we chose to analyze the distribution of inter-detection distances as a measure of chromatin heterogeneity. The inter-detection distance distribution *K(r)*, also called the Ripley distribution, for single molecule detections of H2B was therefore further investigated to assess the heterogeneity of this list of spatial coordinates or point patterns.[@R17] It is obtained by choosing a reference point coordinate, counting all the points that lie within a distance *r* of this reference and averaging for all the possible references. If the *K(r)* distribution is then divided by the average density of points of the region of interest, one gets a rescaled function that is invariant upon any stochastic diminution of the number of points, also called thinning.[@R28] This a crucial characteristic of the *K(r)* distribution function that allows us to analyze PALM data, which, by the nature of the technique, gives us access to a stochastic subset of the total number of H2B molecules. Moreover, such a property makes *K(r)* statistically independent from the level of H2B-Dendra2 expression, and we are therefore able to compare different cells upon this criterion.

Test against complete spatial randomness (CSR)
----------------------------------------------

It has been shown that experimental data resulting in point patterns in biology can be misinterpreted as clustered due to a low pointing accuracy or a poor number of observations.[@R29] We therefore tested whether the H2B PALM distribution significantly deviates from uniformity. We compared the *K(r)* distribution of the experimental data to that of randomized data, known as complete spatial randomness (CSR)[@R17] ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We took the same number of detections and disposed them randomly in the volume defined by the nuclear envelope, as well as with the same distribution along the optical axis within the focal depth. The shape and amplitude of the distribution probability of SM detections along the optical axis μ~D~ is highly conserved for different compartments of the cell ([Fig. S1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), since it is determined by the optical system. We therefore used such an axial distribution for the CSR redistribution (see Materials and Methods). We then computed the Ripley distribution of the CSR data for 100 different independent Monte-Carlo realizations.

![**Figure 2.** Re-sampling test of H2B distribution against complete spatial randomness (CSR). The Ripley *K(r)* distribution is the number of H2B detections that lie within a circular vicinity of a reference detection, averaged on all possible references. *K~u~(r)* is the Ripley distribution obtained with the total number of detections redistributed in the nuclear volume under complete spatial randomness, averaged over 100 Monte Carlo repeats. For distances "r" between 0 and 3 µm with a 10 nm step, we computed *K(r)* and *K~u~(r)*, and plotted *K(r)*against *K~u~(r)*. We also plotted the 5% and 95% minimum and maximum quantiles of the Monte Carlo distribution, hardly visible due to the fast convergence of the statistic. As the K statistic never lies in the quantile envelope, the test that the actual distribution of H2B detections could be observed with CSR is rejected at almost every scale at the 10% confidence level. The two distributions *K(r)* and *K~u~(r)* are expected to converge to each other at large scale. However, within the 3 µm range of our study the inset shows a log-log representation that displays a power law dependence between *K(r)* and *K~u~(r)*.](nucl-5-75-g2){#F2}

From this resampling we obtained the reference function *K~u~(r)* and the corresponding 5% and 95% quantiles that define the upper and lower limits of acceptance of uniformity at a particular radius. We restricted ourselves to distances between 0 to 3 μm, estimated within a 10 nm interval, and the latter found that the 3 μm was large enough to detect the heterogeneity of H2B-PALM. From Monte-Carlo resampling, we obtained an envelope for *K~u~(r)* in which we could accept the complete spatial randomness of H2B. Due to a fast convergence of the Ripley statistics, this envelope is hardly distinguishable from the reference *K~u~(r)* (the quantiles are too small to be noticeable in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). By plotting (*K(r), K~u~(r)*) for all the distances "r," that is *K* against *K~μ~*, together with upper and lower limit envelopes, we obtain a curve whose deviation from a straight line with slope equal to 1 enables us to compare the experimental spatial organization of H2B to that of the CSR generated data set.

The first observation from the representation of the data in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is that the *K(r)* distribution never lies within the 5--95% envelope around the line *y = x*, showing enrichment at every length scale between 0 to 3 µm. Assuming that H2B distributes homogeneously along the chromatin fiber, we can assert that there is, on average, a local enriched distribution of chromatin in the nucleus.

However, it has been shown that quantifying detections from a PALM acquisition can lead to an overestimation of the numbers of molecules due to the blinking characteristics of photoactivatable fluorophores.[@R30] This could mislead the analysis to an artifactual conclusion of local enrichment and some algorithms have been proposed to reduce this bias.[@R31] Here we tested the influence of this overdetection on our analysis aggregating multiple detections within a same region to a single event therefore drastically diminishing the number of detections but greatly reducing the probability to detect the same molecule several times. We then computed the *K(r)* statistic on the resulting subsets of data ([Fig. S3](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and did not observe any significant difference with the original analysis. We could therefore determine that, in our experiments, successive detections of the same molecule and blinking of the fluorophore does not induce a significant deviation to our analysis.

We also implemented several CSR tests on two different cluster distribution models in order to evaluate the validity of our method to assess model specificities ([Fig. S4](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Once the robustness of our analytical approach was validated, we performed additional control experiments on cells transfected with the free fluorophore Dendra2. Here, the *K(r)* distribution differed substantially from the one obtained for H2B ([Fig. S5](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For Dendra2, we did not observe any enrichment close to the nuclear membrane; interestingly, the nucleoli of the cells were enriched, and the CSR test showed this specific enrichment; lastly, the distribution of Dendra2 outside the nucleoli was homogenous and did not present clusterization or any level of organization.

Interpretation of the CSR test
------------------------------

The K(r) distribution has been used in previous studies to compute cluster sizes and distributions on PALM data,[@R32]^,^[@R20] as well as on electron microscopy data.[@R33] Cluster models, however, implicitly assume the existence of a cluster class of a given size. We investigated cluster models of H2B distribution and found that, indeed, clusters exist at different scales ([Supplementary Text 2](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Fig. S6](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Custer interpretation of the *K(r)* function does not hold if the distribution of sizes is scale-less, such as in the case of fractal structures. The relation between *K(r)* and *K~u~(r)* is compatible with a power law. As shown in the inset to [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} in log representation, a mean least square fit of the scatter plot ((log(*K(r)*),log(*K~μ~(r)*)),*r* ϵ  \[0,3 μm\]) yields the dependence *K(r) ∝ K~u~(r)^0.889^*. This power law is valid up to 1 µm. After that limit, the convergence of *K(r)* toward *K~u~(r)* as r increases dominates. Due to this power law dependence, *K~u~(r)* obeys different rules of scaling compared with *K(r)*. Unexpected rules of scaling and power laws are mandatory to qualify an object as fractal.[@R13]

Theoretical fractals are mathematical objects built upon the repetition of simple rules that also exhibit subunits of various sizes.[@R34] A fractal can be defined by the following properties: (1) a certain degree of self-similarity, (2) an irregular contour, and (3) the existence of a fractal dimension that extends the notion of Euclidean dimension (1D, 2D, and 3D) to non-integer figures.[@R13] Self-organized fractals are common in nature, and fractals have the very interesting property of summarizing heterogeneity into one single number: the fractal dimension. Typically, a 3D embedded object with a fractal dimension between 2 and 3 will exhibit lacunarities at every length scale, thus never completely filling its environment. The most common mathematical definition of fractal dimension is the Haussdorff dimension *f*, but its exact formulation makes it unusable with a finite data set.[@R13] Alternative approaches have been proposed to estimate fractal dimensions that are related to the Hausdorff dimension on real data. Among them, the Ripley distribution *K(r)* can give access to the so-called correlation fractal dimension *df* of point patterns.[@R35]

The test against complete spatial randomness can be a preliminary approach to compute the correlation fractal dimension of H2B. A reasonable assumption is that the complete spatial randomness has a correlation fractal dimension of 3 so that *K~u~(r) ∝ r^3^*, where *r* is the distance between loci. Extending the power law dependence that we have found for H2B, we get that *K~u~(r) ∝ r^3\ ×\ 0.889^*, and the correlation fractal dimension of H2B organization is therefore 3 × 0.889 ≈ 2.7. This simple calculation needs further validation, since neither the influence of the confinement nor the spatial range of validity have been assessed. To accept or reject the fractal nature of chromatin, we further extended our analysis with a statistic that is independent from the cell shape.

Correlation fractal dimension
-----------------------------

In order to compare the chromatin organization of different cells regardless of their nuclear shape or volume, we treated the nuclear envelope as a restricted region of interest whose geometry needs to be taken into account. As a first adjustment, we used the isotropic correction protocols first introduced by Ripley. The basis of this correction is to weight each pair of detections as a function of their relative distance in the *K(r)*statistic to compensate the bias introduced by the envelope. In our case, the corrected *K̂(r)* also includes a correction for the detection distribution in the focal depth along the optical axis (see Materials and Methods). To compute the weights, we need to assume isotropy of the distribution, and the fact that H2B is enriched at the vicinity of the nuclear membrane contradicts this assumption. Despite this limitation, the corrected *K̂(r)* can be properly fitted with a power law of exponent 2.63 ± 0.05 ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, both *K̂(r)* and *K(r)* scalings are conserved among the cell population with mean and standard deviation 2.69 ± 0.05, in 3 independent experiments ([Figs. S7](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S8](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This value, also very close to the value obtained with the preliminary approach of the CSR test, is therefore a reliable estimate of the correlation fractal dimension *df*of H2B

![**Figure 3.** Correlation fractal dimension of H2B distribution. (**A**) Ripley inter-point *K̂(r)* distribution of H2B corrected for the geometry of the nuclear envelope and the uneven detection probability within the focal depth. *K̂(r)* displays a power law dependence that can be interpreted as the correlation fractal dimension df of H2B. (**B**) Average square number of detections per cubic boxes, as a function of the box radius. From reference [@R26], the power law τ(2) is a box counting estimate of the correlation fractal dimension df. The box counting method is less precise, but τ(2) is close to the value *df* that was measured with the Ripley *K̂(r)* distribution.](nucl-5-75-g3){#F3}

An alternative method to retrieve the fractal dimension of a point pattern is "box counting." Cheng and Agterberg showed that the correlation fractal dimension *df*is asymptotically equivalent to the square box counting moment τ(2).[@R26] We refer to [Supplementary Text 3](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a detailed definition of τ(2) in the broader context of multi-fractals, which extends the notion of fractals to densities.[@R13] In the multi-fractal framework, τ(2) is only one element of the fractal spectrum ([Fig. S9](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The box counting technique implies dividing the cell volume in 3D boxes. In fluorescence microscopy experiments the restricted focal depth, \~1 µm in our case, is a drastic limitation. We nevertheless obtained the result of the box counting evaluation of τ(2) for boxes restricted to sizes smaller than 1 µm and larger than 300 nm ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). From the log log fit of the box counting curve, we retrieved a value of τ(2) = 2.7 ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), which is in very good agreement with the value obtained with the CSR test and the K Ripley distribution, although with lower accuracy.

Dynamics and regulation of H2B organization
-------------------------------------------

From our point pattern analysis of the spatial distribution of H2B in fixed cells, we have seen that the organization of chromatin is not homogenous in the nucleus but rather there is a certain degree of order compatible with a fractal structure. Moreover, we have seen in our experiments that the fractal nature of chromatin folding is stable among the cell population ([Figs. S7](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S8](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but we do not have information about the stability or dynamic rearrangements of the chromatin structure. Yet it has recently been shown, at the single nucleosome level, that the chromatin fiber is indeed flexible and dynamic.[@R36]

Since super-resolution imaging is not best-suited for long-term live cell imaging, we chose a more qualitative approach to assess chromatin remodeling over time. We transfected cells with H2B tagged with photo-activatable GFP and draw a pattern of photoactivation in the living cell ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This method has been previously applied to monitor chromatin remodeling in the interphase[@R25] and to monitor ATP dependent rearrangements.[@R24] We then followed the condensation and de-condensation of different sub-regions of the chromatin fiber for several hours by time-lapse imaging every 15 min ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; [Video 1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed substantial changes of local chromatin density, reflecting a constant spatial rearrangement with time. Chromatin is thus spatially self-organized yet transient. The correlation fractal dimension is thus a constant parameter of a dynamically rearranging chromatin structure.

![**Figure 4.** Spatiotemporal evolution of H2B distribution. (**A**) Pattern of photoactivation of H2B labeled with photo-activatable GFP (PA-GFP) in the nucleus of a U2Os cell. (**B**) Time-lapse images of three sub-regions followed over the course of 9 h, showing local condensation and de-condensation of chromatin (image acquisition time, 200 ms; inter frame time, 45 min). See [Video 1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a complete sequence of this figure.](nucl-5-75-g4){#F4}

Discussion
==========

With this work we were able to measure the three-dimensional distribution of H2B molecules inside the nucleus of human U2OS cells using PALM microscopy. We confirmed that H2B distribution is heterogeneous in the nucleoplasm, and we could determine that chromatin is organized in regions of enriched density that can be seen at different length scales, from 10 nm to 1 μm (the technical limit of our measure). The single-molecule nature of PALM microscopy allowed us to address the Ripley distribution of H2B, i.e., the distribution of distances between all detected H2B molecules. With these tools we developed an analytical method that revealed that H2B distribution deviates significantly from that of complete spatial randomness. Moreover, this deviation follows a power law whose exponent corresponds to a fractal dimension of 2.7, an invariant value among different cells analyzed.

A chromatin fiber with a spatial distribution of correlation fractal dimension 2.7 exhibits zones of enriched and zones of depleted density. Subsequently, pairs of loci closer to each other than expected upon random organization are enriched. Inter-loci distances measured by DNA FISH between 10 Mb and 100 Mb showed that inter-loci distances were closer than expected upon random organization.[@R5] Together with Hi-C data, this observation was an additional argument in favor of the fractal globule model. On a fractal globule, the average physical distance *R(s)* between two loci as a function of their relative genomic distance s scales as a power law: *R(s) ∝ s^1/3^*, which is significantly different from the exponent expected at the equilibrium state, the equilibrium globule, for which *R^equilibrium^(s) ∝ s^1/2^*. Here, we do not have access to the linear genomic distances, but we can confront the correlation fractal dimension that we obtained with our analysis to the FISH experiments. In [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, we used the model inferred by Rosa and Everaers[@R6] on human chromosome 4 with *R(s) ∝ s^1/3^*, and then unfold it by applying a 3/2 exponent so that we create virtually an equilibrium globule. We then applied the obtained correlation fractal dimension to the relation between the genomic and the linear distance between foci. We found that our correlation fractal dimension can explain part of the deviation that was observed by FISH from *R^equilibrium^(s) ∝ s^1/2^*. Therefore compaction can contribute to the anomalous scaling of *R(s)* that was observed by FISH, with no relation to a non-equilibrium nature of polymer folding of DNA.

![**Figure 5.** Superposition of H2B fractal density on the FISH model of fractal globule. The fractal globule is a model of conformation of a nuclear DNA with a low level of interminglement. The model can be fit on FISH data of references [@R5] and [@R6], with a relation between the physical distance *R* in the nucleus and the linear genetic distance s along the human chromosome V. This relation scales as a power law *R(s) ∝ s^1/3^* for long-range interactions (thick black line). By applying a 3/2 exponent, we virtually obtain *R(s) ∝ s^1/2^*, which is characteristic of the equilibrium globule, a model of fully relaxed intermingled nuclear DNA (dotted back line). Finally, by applying a 2.7/3 exponent, we obtain the mean relation of distances between loci in the case a relaxed DNA chain, with a chromatin correlation dimension of 2.7 (red line). This graphic shows that the fractal correlation dimension has a strong impact on the interpretation of FISH measurements used as an additional proof of the validity of the fractal globule model.](nucl-5-75-g5){#F5}

Recently, an in silico model of "strings and binders" showed that it could recover the power laws found experimentally. The model consists of treating DNA as a self-avoiding polymer with a given surrounding concentration of DNA-binding proteins.[@R37] In the "strings and binders" model, the apparent fractal exponents can be explained either by the equilibrium between two segregate states of DNA compaction or a critical concentration of binders that would lead to a fractal organization. Our 3D-PALM data are in favor of a model where chromatin organization is actively maintained by enzymes acting on chromatin compaction.

In our experiments, while every tested cell showed the same correlation fractal dimension of 2.7, our live-cell assay showed that this organization is the result of a highly dynamic system. Chromatin organization thus presents strong local scale mobility yet a stable organization at larger scale. Also, the stability of such a large-scale chromatin organization is strong enough to prevent relaxation to the equilibrium during the cell cycle.[@R38] It is therefore reasonable to assume that there is an active process that maintains the integrity of the fractal organization of chromatin in such an out-of-equilibrium state. Active remodelers and DNA interacting factors would account for such a role, and the micrometric compaction and de-compaction we observed is likely to be produced by the attachment and release of a pool of DNA interacting factors. Among the processes that could be responsible for this constant exchange, transcription likely plays a major role, as it is one of the main energy consuming process in the nucleoplasm.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Cell culture, transfection, and sample preparation
--------------------------------------------------

U2OS (Human Osteosarcoma) cells were grown in DMEM (Life Technologies) with 1 g/l glucose and glutamax supplemented with 10% FBS (Fetal Bovine Serum, Life Technologies) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Life Technologies) at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Forty-eight hours prior to fixation, cells were seeded at 30--40% confluence on plasma-cleaned (2 mn with air with Femto model, Diener Electronic) and collagen-coated (Collagen I from Rat tail, Life Technologies) coverslips (N°1 25 mm).

Plasmid H2B-pDendra2(N) was obtained by cloning H2B coding sequence into pDendra2-N vector (evrogen). Cells were transfected 24 h before imaging with the H2B-pDendra2(N) plasmid (100 ng/25 mm coverslip) using Fugene 6 (Roche Applied Science, IN46250-0414) according to manufacturer instructions. Fixation was performed using para-formaldeïd (4%) (Electron Microscopy Sciences \#15714) for 15 min before washing and imaging in PBS.

3D PALM imaging
---------------

PALM microscopy was performed on an inverted microscope Nikon Ti Eclipse, with a high numerical aperture objective (1.49 NA) and 100× magnification; extra magnification of 1.5× was used in the tube lens of the microscope, resulting in a total magnification of 150×. We also used a perfect focus system (Nikon) designed to avoid drift on the Z-axis (focus) of the objective, relative to the coverslip. The excitation (561 nm) and activation (405 nm) laser beams were injected into a fiber and focused in the back focal plane of the objective, using an appropriate dichroic (Di01-R561-25x36). Fluorescence emission from individual Dendra2 molecules was filtered with a single band emission filter centered at 607 nm and a bandpass of 25 nm, and recorded on an EMCCD camera (iXon 897).

Once an ROI was selected from the pre-converted (Dendra2 green-form) fluorescence imaging of the live cells, movies of several thousands of frames were acquired under continuous 405 nm and 561 nm illumination (typically 50 000 frames per cell). Drift was corrected using 100 nm beads disposed on the coverslip.

To determine the z position of the molecule, we used an adaptive optics systems consisting of a deformable mirror (Imagine Optics) to correct aberrations and induce astigmatism to the point spread function.[@R22] We used a modified version of the multi-trace tracking (MTT) algorithm[@R39] to detect the H2B molecules and fit the signal with an asymmetric 2D Gaussian. We computed the x and y position with 10--20 nm precision and, using a calibration curve obtained with 100 nm beads, the z position of the molecules with an accuracy of 20--30 nm.[@R22]

Image analysis and statistic computation were performed using Matlab and Mathematica.

Focal depth and Z correction
----------------------------

The distribution of H2B detections along the z axis, μ~D~(z), is determined by the focal depth of the optical system. μ~D~(z) is the convolution between the real distributions of positions μ(z) and a detection bias that favors positions in the focal plane of the camera. This detection bias varies from one experiment to another as a function of the noise level, but is remarkably stable among different regions of the cell ([Fig. S1](#SUP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As we were acquiring the position of H2B molecules on a large area, the best assumption is the stationarity of the point pattern in the z direction so that *μ~D~(z)* is the best estimator of *μ(z)*.[@R40] We assumed that this distribution *μ~D~(z)* is independent of the real distribution of the molecule position *μ(x,y,z)* that we would have obtained without this bias. We concluded, using the Bayes theorem, that:
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where *μ\'(x,y,z)* is the measured distribution of H2B detections in the nucleus.

In order to determine the position of the CSR point pattern, one needs to define the boundaries of the distribution. In the z direction, the distribution was drawn according to the selection bias *μ~D~(z)*. In the x-y plane, the limit of the cell was defined as the convex envelope of the *z* projected PALM image of H2B with 10 nm binning and a 10 nm opening and closure of the image to exclude isolated detection. Complete spatial randomness points were drawn from the distribution *μ~u~(x,y)*:*μ~D~(z)* where *μ~u~(x,y)* is uniform inside the convex envelope. The density measurements of the box counting method were subsequently corrected using *μ(x,y,z)* instead of *μ\'(x,y,z)*.

Isotropic correction of the *K(r)* distribution
-----------------------------------------------

The *K(r)* distribution is an ever-increasing function, sensitive to pointing accuracy[@R41] and highly dependent of the embedding volume. The latter can be clearly observed when considering a point pattern randomly distributed in a circular or spherical domain of radius R. In that case the *K(r)* function exhibits a saturation behavior at distance *R/(D+1)*, where D is the embedded dimension 2 or 3, for the circular and the spherical case respectively.[@R41] In order to compare the chromatin organization of different cells regardless their nuclear shape or volume, we treated the nuclear envelope as a restricted region of interest and corrected our measurement with rescaling weights. We used the isotropic correction protocols first introduced by Ripley[@R18] but in 3D, weighting each pair *(i,j)* of detections as a function of their relative distance *\|i-j\|* in the *K(r)* statistic to compensate the bias introduced by the envelope and the focal depths.

We assume that the cell boundaries are independent from the z direction so that the theoretical weights can be expressed in the following way, as modified from reference [@R26]:
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where *W~ij~* is the Ripley isotropic weight in 2D. The correction is very time consuming and is to be made on all the pairs of H2B detections. To overcome this problem, we pre-estimated those weights and stored them as an image before computing the corrected *K̂(r)* statistic. We used the Ripley weight on a 10 nm pixel 2D image of the envelope as a template. The 2D weights *W~ij~* were estimated by the convolution of the binary image of the nuclear envelope with a circular mask for increasing radiuses between 10 nm and 3 µm with an increment of 10 nm. Nanometric sensitivity of *W~ij~*was obtained by interpolation. We approximated the integral of [equation 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} by a sum with 10 nm increment. Those manipulations decreased significantly the computation time, since most weight of the estimation was stored in images. However, as the Ripley weights increase quadratically as a function of the distance to the focal plane, we had to restrict our analysis to a region where they are not too big to smooth all heterogeneity. We chose the reference point *i* of the *K(r)* distribution to a region where the z distribution is relatively high, within the 100 nm peak of the distribution.
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